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Abstract—Various examples of ideally defined time scales are given. Realizations of these scales occur with the construction and maintenance of various clocks, and in the broadcast dissemination of the scale information. Atomic and universal time scales disseminated via standard frequency and time-signal broadcasts are compared. There is a discussion of some studies of the associated problems suggested by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR).

I. INTRODUCTION

SPECIAL PROBLEMS noted in this paper range from mathematical investigations of the properties of individual time scales and the formation of a composite scale from many independent ones, through statistical analyses of the properties of realized scales in actual use in broadcasts or proposed for use. How to determine the most efficient and most useful system for broadcasting time and frequency signals is a difficult question. Its answer requires a type of information and operation analysis used in current investigations of electromagnetic frequency spectrum conservation problems. The diverse needs and ideas of many different types of scientists (e.g., geodesists, electronics engineers, physicists, astronomers, geologists) and of many different large groups of users (e.g., military and space agencies, industrial standards laboratories, watch and clock industry) must be taken into account.

We describe (Section III) some broadcast time-dissemination methods and some relevant properties of their associated time scales. The role of the universal scales in furnishing information for the earth sciences and astronomy as well as for navigation is noted (Section II), and the need for supplying this information adequately and simultaneously by standard frequency and time-signal broadcast systems is emphasized (Section III). Finally, we show that nature has posed such a difficult problem in confronting us with diverse important time scales that it is not yet possible to settle on time information-dissemination techniques which are finally acceptable to all users. Moreover, it should be noted that studies of timekeeping and time scales are also important partly because of the close relationship of time-scale properties to the foundations of gravitation and atomic theories [1].

II. SOME TIME SCALES

A. Examples

1) Atomic Scales: In the United States, a precision atomic clock, NBS(A), is maintained at the National Bureau of Standards to realize one international unit of time [2]. As noted in the next section, it realizes the atomic time scale, AT (or A), with a definite initial epoch. This clock is based on the NBS frequency standard, a cesium beam device [3]. This is the atomic standard to which the non-offset carrier frequency signals and time intervals emitted from NBS radio station WWVB are referenced; nevertheless, the time scale SA (stepped atomic), used in these emissions, is only piecewise uniform with respect to AT, and piecewise continuous in order that it may approximate to the slightly variable scale known as UT2. SA is described in Section II-A-2).

The properties of hydrogen maser standards and cesium beam standards have been and are continuing to be studied in great detail, but detailed discussion of experiments with these devices is not properly in the context of the present paper [4], [5].

A contribution to a composite single atomic scale is now made by hydrogen maser frequency standards maintained at the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory. The composite scale is the A.1 scale, maintained by the U. S. Naval Observatory. It is widely used as a reference scale; NBS(A) and A.1 have differed very slightly since their common initial epoch on January 1, 1958 [3], [6]. The present difference in epoch amounts to about 10 ms, and is presently being determined to a much greater precision by a cooperative program undertaken between NBS and USNO. The accuracy of the NBS(A) scale is believed to approach that of the NBS cesium frequency standard—about 5 parts in 10^{12}. There are, of course, several other atomic time scales and frequency standards maintained throughout the world—among these are TA1 at the LSRH (Laboratoire Suisse de Recherches Horlogères), Neuchâtel, Switzerland, and that maintained at NPL (National Physical Laboratory), Teddington, England [7]-[9]. On the basis of some of these scales, the composite one, A.1, was determined for a time by W. Markowitz at the U. S. Naval Observatory. It is now based on several high-quality commercial cesium frequency standards at the Observatory. The hydrogen maser serves as the "flywheel" of this atomic clock. The existence of several independent atomic clocks is certainly not to be deplored on scientific grounds since many useful statistical and operating data are obtained via their intercomparison. It does pose the problem, however, of how best to determine a composite "most uniform" and reliable realization of the atomic scale. This certainly is a subject worthy of cooperative consideration by the best scientific and engineering
minds that can be devoted to it. A promising start on this problem was made by E. L. Crow [10], at the instigation of J. M. Richardson of the Radio Standards Laboratory, NBS-BL. An extension of such theoretical studies combined with the experience of the Naval Observatory in forming the composite A.1 scale is very desirable.

2) Universal Scales: An astronomical time scale known as the universal scale, UT, is a slightly nonuniform one, relative to the atomic time scale, AT. UT is commonly known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), when epochs (the times of occurrence of the “ticks”) need be specified to no better accuracy than 0.1 second. UT is obtained via interpolation between successive observations of the sidereal time of nearly periodic events (such as the zenith transits of a star) which is then transformed to mean solar time by means of a ratio. The interpolation is accomplished by means of a free-running oscillator driving a clock at nearly the correct rate. The zenith observations and the ratio are used to correct this clock rate so that it ticks off 86 400 intervals, each one nearly one second long, between successive transits of the “mean sun” each day [11]. The scale thus defined locally at an observatory is called UTO. Five slightly different universal time scales now being used are designated respectively as UTO, UT1, UT2, universal atomic (UA), and stepped atomic (SA). UT1 is obtained from UT0 by applying a correction for polar motion specified by data furnished by different observatories. UT2 is derived from UT1 by applying a periodic correction having a maximum amplitude of 0.03 arcsec (SA). UT1 is obtained from UT0 by applying a correction for polar motion specified by data furnished by different observatories. UT2 is derived from UT1 by applying a periodic correction having a maximum amplitude of 0.03 second [12], for annual and semiannual seasonal variations [13]-[15]. Despite these corrections, UT2 is still known to be somewhat nonuniform. The knowledge of UT2 (or even better, UT1) yields information directly concerning the rotational position of the earth about its axis. UA is a piecewise uniform scale which approximates the universal time scale, UT2, within about 0.1 second. It is a “stepped offset” scale (offset pulse rate, stepped pulse epoch) and is derived by making adjustments in offset and epoch from the uniform atomic time scale. The SA scale is a piecewise uniform one derived from the atomic scale by step adjustments in pulse epoch only in order to approximate UT2 within about 0.1 second. All universal scales need be defined and realized only to an accuracy of a few ms [16], [17] due to refraction limitations on astronomical observations, but in view of their definitions the UA and SA scales have the ultimate accuracy of the atomic scale.

Because the rate of occurrence of UT2 markers has been variable and less than the rate of occurrence of seconds markers, UT2 readings were about 5.31 seconds behind A.1 readings on January 1, 1967; on January 1, 1958, at 00:00 GMT, A.1 and NBS(A) epochs were set equal to that of UT2. At present (1966 and 1967) there are 0.94 fewer scale intervals over a year in the UT2 scale than in the more uniform atomic scale, AT.

The importance of UT for celestial navigation, in determining longitude, must be pointed out [18], [19]. The essential principle is simple. By some means, one obtains information that the earth, in rotating on its axis, is in a certain orientation relative to the “fixed” stars at a given instant. In that orientation, tables show that various known stars will have certain elevations above the horizon, in the east-west direction, depending on the longitude of the observer, which can thus be determined. The orientation information is furnished from the epoch of UT1, since successive scale intervals of UT1 (mean solar “seconds”) correspond to equal increments (15 arcseconds) of rotation of the earth with respect to the universal mean sun. (Fifteen arcseconds equal about 1/4 nautical mile at the equator.) Conversion to rotation relative to the stars (Sidereal Time) is accomplished by use of the ratio of the length of the mean solar day to the mean sidereal day, about 1.00273.

Universal scales are clearly nonuniform relative to atomic time due to variations in the earth’s rotation rate. Nevertheless, the importance of their use in furnishing information about the earth’s position on its axis cannot be denied and insures the necessity for their continued dissemination in some suitable form, via radio broadcast [17], [18].

B. Specific Trends in UT

The variations in UT scales or earth rotation rates have been studied extensively by Brouwer [20] and many others [14], [21], [22]. In this article, we need only point out the general nature and size of the variations which have been observed. The reason this is important here is to give the reader some background indication of the kind of data which are encountered in attempts to make both UT information (usually UT2) and more uniform time and frequency information available on the same broadcasts from radio stations. Brouwer’s study covered a long period of time; the curves shown in Fig. 1 summarize much of his data.

![Fig. 1. Trend of $\Delta T$ in UT. The difference $\Delta T$ in readings of the two scales, UT and ET, is plotted versus the date, which is proportional to UT. The slope of this graph is proportional to the offset in marker rate of UT with respect to that of ET. The parabola represents Brouwer’s suggested average trend. Random effects in $\Delta T$ are evidently present. ET (ephemeris time) is an astronomical time scale which may be considered for present purposes to be uniform with respect to AT [24].](image-url)
and analysis. They reflect the random behavior [22] of UT, marked on occasion by sudden erratic changes [23].

As specified in the figure, the abscissas are proportional to the astronomical time scale known as ephemeris time, ET. At present ET can be considered uniform with respect to AT [24]. It is a good comparison scale to be used in detecting long-term properties of a time scale.

A study [25] of the trend of UT2 relative to the uniform atomic scale has shown that over a recent 7 1/2-year interval the difference between UT2 scale readings and atomic scale readings was representable by the sum of the Brouwer average parabola (Fig. 1) and a sinusoidal term having a period of 24.1 years and an amplitude of 2.56 seconds. This study was found useful in making short-term predictions of UT2 and as a summary of fluctuation sizes over the interval. The residual difference from the smooth trend has an rms deviation of 16 ms and a maximum of 40 ms. A maximum of the sinusoid occurred at the beginning of 1967.

III. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF BROADCAST SCALES AND SYSTEMS

A. Some Specific Systems

1) CCIR Considerations: In the XIth Plenary Session of the CCIR in Oslo, Norway, during the summer of 1966, there was specifically recognized by Study Group VII the possibility of a great many systems for broadcasting universal and atomic time information, on the same emission. Moreover, nonuniform time scales, in particular some broadcast ones, as has been noted [17], [26]-[35], have many different properties. The number of possible signal systems increases if one offsets carrier-signal frequencies in various ways from their nominal values to achieve occasional desired adjustments in the pulse rates of time signals. This problem has been noted in various CCIR documents approved by the Assembly, details of which can be found in the published Volume III of the Assembly proceedings. Some documents are indicated by numbers in parentheses in the next paragraph.

For this discussion, we refer especially to the suggestion that experiments and studies be made of how to provide both epoch of UT and the international unit of time interval in the same emission, and how various user requirements can be met by the emission of a single time scale (Opinion 26). We also point to the recommendation (Rec. 374.1) of the use of several international time systems coordinated by the BIH (Bureau International de l'Heure) which were designed for the broadcast of both UT and AT information. Two are called the UTC and SAT systems. We call attention to a report (Rept. 365) comparing these systems statistically for 1965, and finally to a report (Rept. 366) suggesting one method of classification of emission systems which yield standard frequency and time information.

It should be expressly understood that the existence of the two systems SAT and UTC is to be regarded as a step in the evolution and adoption of a single practicable world-wide system which will be internationally acceptable. Thus, it seems important to exhibit here briefly a method of characterization of systems which can be used to fulfill various needs, but which require further study.

2) A Classified Listing of Systems: Systems for broadcasting time and frequency information can be classified according to the method adopted in Tables I and II. A system may utilize more than one time scale. If so, two or more columns would be used under the heading entry, in constructing such a table. An entry Yes, or No, indicates whether or not a specified property is indicated directly on a broadcast by the time markers (pulses) and the use of piecewise constant carrier frequencies (but not codes). Under additional remarks, specify when an adjustment in a property may be made, how large it is to be, what the known relation between pulse (marker) and carrier phase is, which universal or uniform scale is being approximated, and what the relations are to these scales (e.g., how closely approximated).

As examples, the UTC system is so classified in Table I, and the SAT system is classified in Table II. Both systems are coordinated by the BIH and are currently in use. The UTC system is used by a large number of stations, and the SAT system, an experimental but coordinated one, is used at present only by stations WWVB in Fort Collins, Colo., and DCF77, in Mainflingen, West Germany.

Other possible systems also can be so classified. For example, the system used by station HBG in Switzerland differs from the UTC system (Table I) only in that (as in Table II) the carrier is not offset (Item A) and the time markers and carrier signals are not phase-locked (Item D). Hence, by an appropriate pulse generator locked to the received carrier signal, a clock yielding a time scale which is very close to AT and whose pulse rate need never be adjusted, can be constructed, just as with the SAT coordinated system carrier signals (Table II, Item F). Time signals emitted following any one coordinated system must be synchronized to 1 ms.

It is to be hoped that the experimentation with and study of various systems for yielding both UT information and AT information, on the same broadcast emission, will lead to a suitable format acceptable to most if not all users in the next few years. Toward this end, several coordinating groups of the U. S. Preparatory Committee, Study Group VII, CCIR, have been appointed. One object is to study the deplorable problem raised by the existence of a great variety of auxiliary time scales, some denoted by a random nomenclature. Since the initiation of the SAT system on January 1, 1967, the ad hoc name SAB for the signals disseminated by WWVB has been dropped. WWVB's control clock is now called NBS(SA), just as WWV's and WWVH's is called NBS(UA). Another more important requirement, which has been noted by many international organizations, is to eliminate carrier-frequency offsets. It seems appropriate at this point to give a more technical discussion of offsets in frequency and in pulse rates.
TABLE I
SYSTEM—UTC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name(s) of Scale(s)</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>UA</th>
<th>Universal Atomic</th>
<th>Additional Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A) Carrier offset</td>
<td>Adjusted, when necessary, on the first of a year by a positive, negative, or zero integral multiple of 50 parts in $10^{10}$ to follow UT2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) Marker rate offset</td>
<td>Same adjustment as A).</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C) Epoch steps</td>
<td>Phase of markers adjusted on first of a month, when necessary, by 100-ms steps to follow UT2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) Marker-carrier phaselocked</td>
<td>Contains time markers which:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E) Yield universal scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>UA approximates UT2 within about 0.1 second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F) Yield uniform scale with respect to AT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>By correcting for the offset and the step adjustments, AT can be found, but correction information must be obtained from additional signals or a supplementary historical log.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G) Made up of more than one broadcast time scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Voice or code can, of course, be used to supply information in F), or a better knowledge of (preliminary) UT2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
SYSTEM—SAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name(s) of Scale(s)</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Stepped Atomic</th>
<th>Additional Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A) Carrier offset</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) Marker rate offset</td>
<td>Except at moment of epoch adjustment.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C) Epoch steps</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>200-ms steps to follow UT2 made on the first of a month, when necessary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) Marker-carrier phaselocked</td>
<td>Contains time markers which:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E) Yield universal scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Approximate UT2 within about 0.1 second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F) Yield uniform scale with respect to AT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Differences from AT by $0.2n$ seconds, where $n$ is a positive, negative, or zero-integer which must be obtained from supplemental information. During March, 1967, $n=28$. An AT scale can be generated by phase-locking to carrier.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G) Made up of more than one broadcast time scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Voice or code can, of course, be used to supply the information in F), or a better knowledge of (preliminary) UT2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Offsets, Steps, and Trends in Some Broadcast Time and Frequency Signals

1) Offsets: For a long time, oscillators whose frequencies are deliberately offset from their nominal values measured relative to atomic standards have been used to control time and frequency signals emitted from various United States radio stations, e.g., from WWV and WWVH, as well as NSS and NBA [18]. At present, adjustments in this offset are introduced on the first of a year into the emitted carrier frequency in accordance with some of the adjustments required by the definition of the commonly used broadcast (piecewise uniform) time scale UA belonging to the UTC system.

Figure 2 shows the history of WWV carrier-frequency offsets since 1957. The improvement in frequency control is evident and may be directly ascribed to improvements in standards and phase-lock control techniques. The trend should be compared with the fitted-offset trend of the UT2 scale marker rate to judge how well the broadcast offset approximated it. Beginning January 1, 1960, the time pulses emitted from WWV were locked to the carrier frequency, as was true for many other time broadcasts. Thus, the rate of emission of the time pulses was controlled by varying the carrier-frequency offsets. This is still the method in use for stations following the UTC system.

2) Steps and Trends: Figure 3 is a summary comparison of realizations of all the various scales considered for the nine years since 1957. Ordinates plotted are the differences between the reading on a given scale or clock at a given epoch and the simultaneous corresponding reading on the atomic scale. The slope of a trend on such a plot, when divided by $31.5 \times 10^6$ (the number of seconds per year), is the offset rate from that of the reference clock. In addition to NBS(UA), SAB, and UT2, the average long-term Brouwer trend is shown [20]. One sees that the average marker-rate offset of UT2 from the more uniform atomic scale would ultimately become indefinitely large, if the long-term Brouwer trend were to persist. It is also clear that the UT2 scale and offset undergo large fluctuations about their long-term average trends. A smooth fit to the UT2 data, shown by the dotted curve, has been represented over this period by a sinusoidal plus a parabolic function. The amplitude of the sinusoidal component is about 2.56 seconds, although the rms deviation of the data from the curve-fit is only about 16 ms.

3) Comparisons in 1956 and 1966: In the following, certain statistics relating to the "stepped offset" (epoch steps, pulse rate and carrier frequency offset), or UTC, system for broadcasting UT and AT information are compared with similar statistics relating to the "stepped" system utilizing
SAB (stepped atomic, WWVB). Such data may contribute toward an answer to the CCIR-suggested studies.

The data for 1956 and 1966 may be represented conveniently by plotting against the calendar date, for each realized scale, NBS(UA) and SAB, respectively, the difference between the number of scale markers (nominally seconds pulses) since the beginning of January, 1958 (i.e., the scale reading) and the number of seconds pulses, AT, since that epoch. The trends for 1965 and 1966 are shown in Fig. 4. The solid curve represents the smooth curve-fit to UT2 (shown by circles) using a sinusoid plus parabola. The portion of this curve from August 1, 1965, to December 31, 1965, was drawn before the data points shown were known. It therefore constitutes a prediction of the trend of UT2 for the latter portion of 1965 and was good to better than 40 ms. Also shown in Fig. 4 (dashed) is the long-term parabolic trend analyzed by Brouwer [20].

Various statistical data are evident from Fig. 4. Although both the UA and SAB scales satisfied stated conditions for ship navigation, and were within about 0.1 second of UT2 (corresponding to a "fix" of about 150 feet at the equator) there is some distinction to be made in the closeness of approximation measured by the absolute deviation and percent departure time in favor of UA. The improvement since 1963 in the approximation of UT2 by such stepped, offset methods is evident. In terms of mean deviations there is a small distinction between SAB and UA in favor of SAB.

Because of the offset (or slope), the UA scale markers of course are separated by intervals which are longer than one second. The corresponding SAB intervals are one second long. Both scales are piecewise uniform and piecewise continuous with respect to AT. If it seems desirable to retain the goal of broadcasting directly signals which approximate UT2 to the highest accuracy, and which on the same emission directly yield atomic time and frequency information and the international second, then the best method has not yet been found.
C. Possible Future Trends in the Broadcast of UT and AT Signals

The investigations reported here summarize preliminary attempts at resolving the CCIR question of how to broadcast UT and AT signals, satisfactorily, on the same emission. A few comments regarding the possible future status of these two kinds of signals would seem to be appropriate. There should soon be advances in the scientific analyses of information concerning the properties and trends of the slightly variable universal scales of time. These should take the form of statistical and trend analyses of the ever-increasing store of data concerning the earth rotation rates and the development of appropriate physical theories. There probably will be improvements in the overall coordination of national and international standard transmissions of time signals as more atomic frequency standards are adopted [8], [9]. There may be wider adoption of atomic scales not only for synchronization purposes, but also for epoch determination, in conjunction with the astronomical ephemeris time scale, ET [24], [34], [35]. In this fashion, it may become more commonly recognized that the primary and important role of universal scale transmissions is not that of a source of uniform time, but of essential geological information useful in tracking, navigation, and scientific studies of the environment.

It should be emphasized that both present coordination methods, UTC and SAT, described herein, furnish UT and AT information on the same broadcast. Yet each requires either the broadcast, or other communication, of additional information before AT or UT2 itself (or, perhaps more directly useful, the earth's rotational position obtained by correcting UT2 to UT1) can be determined from the broadcast pulses, as accurately as they can be known at a given moment. The same can be said for some other simpler methods which have been suggested, such as the straightforward broadcast of an atomic time scale. For example, with no adjustments save an occasional renamining of a particular second from time to time, i.e., by occasionally inserting or deleting a few seconds, or a minute, the atomic scale, so modified, could keep approximately in phase with UT, but would not lead directly to UT information of sufficient accuracy for some purposes.

Celestial navigators who use UT information now require the use of tables noting star positions versus UT. It may soon prove desirable and possible, however, for astronomers to prepare supplementary tables of UT versus AT (or ET) well within the requisite accuracy limits and sufficiently far in advance for the ready use of celestial navigators.

Alternatively, quite accurate broadcasts of preliminary UT epoch information (within 10 ms) might prove feasible, by a modification of the present UTC method. Adjustments made every month, in offset, or in epoch, or both, which are a known multiple of a small increment in relative offset (say, 50 × 10⁻¹⁰) or a small time interval (say, 10 ms) have been suggested. It may appear that UT1, in fact, would be the appropriate universal scale to follow for this purpose. It would be very important, even essential, for reference and synchronization purposes, to have available, on the same broadcast, standard, "uniformly" spaced, clearly marked atomic time pulses interspersed with the UT pulses, say at 5- or 10-second intervals. Or the desirable choice might be to have more widely spaced universal time pulses to indicate closely the earth's position, with a background of seconds pulses for reference. The solution of the problem will depend on time-sharing studies and determination of user needs.

Everyday users would not need to be concerned about the introduction of an occasionally modified, atomic scale of time. Various local universal times, standardized by convention, such as Mountain Standard Time (MST), differ from GMT [36] by an integral number of hours, depending on locations. Such local time scales are often adjusted periodically by one-hour steps to yield "daylight savings time," or to return to "standard" time. Similar local times could be derived just as well from an atomic scale, by similar adjustments and zoning, and by the deletion, every few years, of a small number of "one-second leaps" or, alternatively, in about 50 years, a "one-minute leap." In this way, approximate epochal coherence with the rising and setting of the sun would be retained, and there need be no fear of a radical departure from solar time for "everyday" purposes.

It should be emphasized that the coordinated methods which have been used to broadcast UT and AT information, or which have been discussed or mentioned herein, are only a few of the possible ones.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We list here a few concluding statements about problems and information which have been discussed in the foregoing.

1) The practical use of universal scales (UT) as a navigational aid and for yielding other information concerning the rotational position of the earth cannot be denied. Suitable methods for disseminating a suitably accurate universal scale separately, and in combination with, a more uniform scale must be studied, experimented with, and discussed.

2) It should not be held that UT is the only kind of time for "everyday" use. Unadjusted atomic scales will not diverge from UT by more than a few seconds every few years and differences could easily be removed, on occasion, by proper adjustment. These adjustments would be far smaller in magnitude than similar adjustments already in common use under the headings of daylight savings time, leap year day, and reference to the mean sun instead of the visible apparent sun.

3) The invention of physically different time scales, such as a nuclear-based one [37], should be regarded as a desirable scientific activity; but the proliferation of artificial derived scales is to be deplored.

4) There is a need for intensive study of the formation and properties of composite time and frequency standards and time scales. Many competent laboratories maintain
their own precise instrument standards founded on fundamental readily accessible phenomena of nature. This is indeed an evident trend which occurs in other standards areas. Thus, here is clearly a need for coordination in the use, dissemination, and intercomparison of such standards.

5) The CCIR is attempting to stimulate further investigations of the need and use of more uniform scales of time on broadcasts, better ways to present universal scale information of use in the study and use of earth rotation rates and positions, the more efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum for these broadcasts, and the international definition of a composite, more uniform, reference scale of time.

6) The action of national and international committees in defining and calling attention to problems and needs, and in stimulating research and development is an extremely important one, as well as their function in keeping the overall scope in proper perspective. They also perform a needed general recommender function, as exemplified by the CCIR documents; they certainly assist in maintaining a uniform level for specifying operating procedures and standards.

7) The technological study of improvements in the methods of giving time and geological information simultaneously on standard broadcasts is an important example of a general problem now being recognized more formally on a broad scale. This is the scientific and efficient technological use of the electromagnetic frequency spectrum.
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